What’s New?
New and enhanced features in NetSupport Notify v3
Refreshed User Interface - Fully refreshed Notification Console.
Emergency Responses
For time-critical situations, each end user (agent) machine can now be pre-configured with an “emergency response”
message that can be triggered by simply typing a combination of hotkeys. For example, the office receptionist might need
to send a ready-made alert to the central security office or a teacher may need assistance with a difficult student.
Display messages full screen
For heightened alert focus, messages can now
be displayed full screen as well as squared and
centred – ideal for unattended digital public
information displays. And to ensure custom logos
display at the correct resolution, you can now
specify the path to an appropriately sized image
file.
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Select individual recipients
Notifications can now be sent to individual users/
systems as well as by department or all connected
machines.
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Increased character limit
The notification message character limit has been
increased from 256 to 500.
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Real time preview
The Console now displays a real-time preview of
the entered message.
Severity selection
A convenient touch-enabled “slider bar” is now
used to assign the severity of each message.

Keyboard support when selecting recipients
When choosing recipients, you can now select each highlighted
group or individual by tapping the space bar to confirm − as well
as using the mouse.

Extended choice of scheduling options
As well as Daily, Weekly, Monthly etc, notifications
can now be scheduled to run “every xx minutes” or
“every xx hours” during the day.

Resizable Notification Recipients dialog
The Notification Recipients dialog can now be resized to show the
full list of available contacts in one view.

Message timeout
The “agent” can be configured at appropriate
devices to indicate it is unattended and a suitable
“message timeout” can be set that is relevant to
the location of the device.
Repeat audible alert
If including an audible alert with your message,
you can now set the sound to repeat every five
seconds.
Auto-refresh delivery statistics
Delivery statistics are now automatically refreshed
every two seconds to indicate which recipients
have received and acknowledged the message.
Support for clickable UNC paths
You can now direct recipients to specific network
resources by including a clickable UNC path in
messages.

Quicker identification of recipients by department
Where departments of the same name are located across multiple
networks, you can now filter the recipient list by department name
only to make selection a faster process. For example, this makes
it easier to send a message to members of the Sales department
who are located at several different offices.

Extended platform support
NetSupport Notify’s multi-platform support has been further
extended to include:
Enhanced Windows 8/8.1 interface support
Building on the existing “standard” desktop support, notifications
will now display on the Windows 8/8.1 “modern” Start screen.
New Mobile Console for Android
Joining the existing iOS version, you can now send alerts on
the move from any Android tablet or smartphone with the new
NetSupport Notify Mobile Console for Android app, free to
download from Google Play and Amazon App Store.

“Are you sure?” prompt
When sending messages to all connected systems,
an “Are you sure?” prompt will now be displayed.
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